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Millie is just a girl. But she's the only one strong enough to break the family cycle. In Depression-era Mississippi, Millie
Reynolds longs to escape the madness that marks her world. With an abusive father and a "nothing mama," she
struggles to find a place where she really belongs. For answers, Millie turns to the Gypsies who caravan through town
each spring. The travelers lead Millie to a key that unlocks generations of shocking family secrets. When tragedy strikes,
the mysterious contents of the box give Millie the tools she needs to break her family's longstanding cycle of madness
and abuse. Through it all, Millie experiences the thrill of first love while fighting to trust the God she believes has
abandoned her. With the power of forgiveness, can Millie finally make her way into the free? Saturated in Southern
ambiance and written in the vein of other Southern literary bestsellers like The Help by Kathryn Stockett and
CrookedLetter, Crooked Letter by Tom Franklin, Julie Cantrell has created Into theFree--now a New York Times
bestseller--a story that will sweep you away long after the novel ends.
Authoritative, thorough, and engaging, Life: The Science of Biology achieves an optimal balance of scholarship and
teachability, never losing sight of either the science or the student. The first introductory text to present biological
concepts through the research that revealed them, Life covers the full range of topics with an integrated experimental
focus that flows naturally from the narrative. This approach helps to bring the drama of classic and cutting-edge research
to the classroom - but always in the context of reinforcing core ideas and the innovative scientific thinking behind them.
Students will experience biology not just as a litany of facts or a highlight reel of experiments, but as a rich, coherent
discipline.
When it comes to explaining fundamental economic principles by drawing on current economic issues and events, there
is no one more effective than Nobel laureate and New York Times columnist Paul Krugman and co-author, Robin Wells.
In this best-selling introductory textbook, Krugman and Wells’ signature storytelling style and uncanny eye for revealing
examples help readers understand how economic concepts play out in our world. Macroeconomics 5e provides
unparalleled coverage of current topics, including sustainability, the economic impact of technology and pressing policy
debates. A commitment to broadening students’ understanding of the global economy; a global focus is woven
throughout with more on the ascendance of China’s economy, the Euro and events in Europe (including Brexit), and postrecession economies around the globe.
This introduction to organic chemistry includes the currently controversial issue of halogenated organic compounds in the
environment, and presents the concept of environmentally benign synthesis, as well as exploring molecular modelling.
This is the study guide and solutions manual to accompany Organic Chemistry, 11th Edition.
The perfect way to prepare for exams, build problem-solving skills, and get the grade you want! Offering detailed
solutions to all in-text and end-of-chapter problems, this comprehensive guide helps you achieve a deeper intuitive
understanding of chapter material through constant reinforcement and practice. The result is much better preparation for
in-class quizzes and tests, as well as for national standardized tests such as the DAT and MCAT. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
With over 1,800 problems drawn from modern medial practice and cutting-edge topics, Organic Chemistry offers a
creative, accurate, and engaging review.
The second edition of Organic Chemistry maintains all the innovative features of the first edition in a sleeker, slimmer, and easier-to-navigate
design. This book's mechanistic approach constructs organic chemistry from the ground up, focusing on the points of relativities, whilst still
covering organic compound classes in the traditional order. Hundreds of worked examples and student exercises combine with clear writing
and a sound pedagogy to make this text an exceptional choice.
Atkins' Physical Chemistry: Molecular Thermodynamics and Kinetics is designed for use on the second semester of a quantum-first physical
chemistry course. Based on the hugely popular Atkins' Physical Chemistry, this volume approaches molecular thermodynamics with the
assumption that students will have studied quantum mechanics in their first semester. The exceptional quality of previous editions has been
built upon to make this new edition of Atkins' Physical Chemistry even more closely suited to the needs of both lecturers and students. Reorganised into discrete 'topics', the text is more flexible to teach from and more readable for students. Now in its eleventh edition, the text has
been enhanced with additional learning features and maths support to demonstrate the absolute centrality of mathematics to physical
chemistry. Increasing the digestibility of the text in this new approach, the reader is brought to a question, then the math is used to show how
it can be answered and progress made. The expanded and redistributed maths support also includes new 'Chemist's toolkits' which provide
students with succinct reminders of mathematical concepts and techniques right where they need them. Checklists of key concepts at the end
of each topic add to the extensive learning support provided throughout the book, to reinforce the main take-home messages in each section.
The coupling of the broad coverage of the subject with a structure and use of pedagogy that is even more innovative will ensure Atkins'
Physical Chemistry remains the textbook of choice for studying physical chemistry.
All of Paula Bruice's extensive revisions to the Seventh Edition of Organic Chemistry follow a central guiding principle: support what modern
students need in order to understand and retain what they learn in organic chemistry for successful futures in industry, research, and
medicine. In consideration of today's classroom dynamics and the changes coming to the 2015 MCAT, this revision offers a completely new
design with enhanced art throughout, reorganization of materials to reinforce fundamental skills and facilitate more efficient studying.
Extensively revised, the updated Study Guide and Solutions Manual contain many more practice problems.
The best way for students to learn organic chemistry concepts is to work relevant and interesting problems on a daily basis. Authored by
Brent and Sheila Iverson, The University of Texas at Austin, this comprehensive manual offers detailed solutions to all in-text and end-ofchapter problems in the Eighth Edition of the core text. It helps students achieve a deeper intuitive understanding of the material through
constant reinforcement and practice--ultimately resulting in much better preparation for in-class quizzes and tests, as well as for national
standardized tests such as the DAT and MCAT.
Chemistry can be a daunting subject for the uninitiated, and all too often, introductory textbooks do little to make students feel at ease with
the complex subject matter. Basic Chemistry Concepts and Exercises brings the wisdom of John Kenkel’s more than 35 years of teaching
experience to communicate the fundamentals of chemistry in a practical, down-to-earth manner. Using conversational language and logically
assembled graphics, the book concisely introduces each topic without overwhelming students with unnecessary detail. Example problems
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and end-of-chapter questions emphasize repetition of concepts, preparing students to become adept at the basics before they progress to an
advanced general chemistry course. Enhanced with visualization techniques such as the first chapter’s mythical microscope, the book
clarifies challenging, abstract ideas and stimulates curiosity into what can otherwise be an overwhelming topic. Topics discussed in this
reader-friendly text include: Properties and structure of matter Atoms, molecules, and compounds The Periodic Table Atomic weight, formula
weights, and moles Gases and solutions Chemical equilibrium Acids, bases, and pH Organic chemicals The appendix contains answers to
the homework exercises so students can check their work and receive instant feedback as to whether they have adequately grasped the
concepts before moving on to the next section. Designed to help students embrace chemistry not with trepidation, but with confidence, this
solid preparatory text forms a firm foundation for more advanced chemistry training.
Biochemistry: The Molecular Basis of Life is an intermediate, one-semester text written for students on degree pathways in Chemistry,
Biology and other Health and Life Sciences. Aimed at students with one unit of Organic Chemistry, it focuses on essential biochemical
principles that underpin the modern life sciences, and offers the most balanced coverage of chemistry and biology of any text on the market.
The text equips students with a complete view of the living state, emphasizes problem solving, and applies biochemical principles to the fields
of Health, Agriculture, Engineering and Forensics, to show students the relevance of their learning. McKee and McKee is respected for its
balance of biology and chemistry, consistently placing biochemical principles into the context of the physiology of the cell and biomedical
applications. The text provides the biological context and student motivation missing from its closest competitor, Horton's Principles of
Biochemistry, and full-coverage of chemical mechanisms missing in more biological texts, such as Campbell. Pedagogy includes the very
popular and relevant "Biochemistry in Perspective" and "Biochemistry in the Lab" boxes; chapter-opening vignettes; the most in-chapter
worked examples and questions of any text; over 1000 end-of-chapter questions; an outstanding art program that is acknowledged as the
best set of illustrations available; and a complete supplements package that includes Sapling Learning Online Homework system.

Loudon and Parise's Organic Chemistry is known for its clear writing, high standard of accuracy, and creative problems. This
edition contains over 1,800 problems—many of them new and taken directly from the scientific literature. The book is used at a
wide variety of schools, such as UC Berkeley, Caltech, Colorado, Cornell, Duke, Harvard, Illinois, Maryland, Purdue, Yale,
Wisconsin, and many more. This edition provides students with more health examples drawn from modern medical practice, as
well as many cutting-edge topics from modern synthetic organic chemistry. In addition to the printed book, students can rely on
Sapling Learning’s online homework platform for extra learning and assessment. The platform offers automatic grading, an easyto-use interface, and instructive feedback. Instructors can select from a variety of existing problem sets—over 1,000 of Loudon's
problems are in the platform!—or they can modify the questions or author them from scratch. Not only does the software allow
students to easily draw and interact with structures, it allows them to draw entire reaction mechanisms, including showing the
movement of electrons with curved electron arrows.
A Unified Curriculum. Written to Stick. Introductory Chemistry was developed to take advantage of a digital environment within
Sapling Learning to create a more visual, interactive experience for students learning introductory chemistry and to provide a
wealth of resources to support various teaching styles. Both the print and digital resources were designed from the ground up and
in parallel to create a flexible teaching and learning experience. Learn It Kevin Revell understands the student audience and
knows how to draw them in with an accessible narrative. By using simple, straightforward language, Revell presents Introductory
Chemistry in a way that is welcoming and attainable for all students. Throughout both the text and digital tools, material is broken
into achievable steps and students are given the support, guidance and reinforcement necessary to successfully learn Introductory
Chemistry concepts. Know it Introductory Chemistry introduces students to chemistry with a uniquely engaging writing style that
not only promotes understanding but uses devices like storytelling and analogies to also help students learn at a deeper level and
retain concepts. Interactive activities give students a way to work through online tutorials for targeted, hands-on practice with the
most difficult concepts in the course and provide a foundation for conceptual understanding and problem solving skills. Moving
from comprehension to retention, students solidify their understanding of material to the point where they just " know it". This in
turn helps build on concepts as they move forward through the course and continue to grow their ability to solve more complex
problems. Own It Written and developed as an integrated print and digital resource, Introductory Chemistry was designed to serve
as a teaching and learning tool to meet instructors and students where they are today and provide support and tools tailored to
various teaching styles. Instructors interested in incorporating active learning into their classrooms will find resources to make this
an easy transition. Those who already subscribe to active learning techniques will find tools to complement their efforts. Students
will also find support for diverse learning styles and can take advantage of learning through the printed narrative and pedagogy,
eBook and interactive digital tools, or a combination of both. Students can choose to access the content in the learning
environment that best fits their needs: the printed narrative and pedagogy, the eBook and interactive digital tools, the video lecture
modules, or a combination. The content and approach of each environment includes the full Introductory Chemistry experience.
The gold standard in analytical chemistry, Dan Harris’ Quantitative Chemical Analysis provides a sound physical understanding of
the principles of analytical chemistry and their applications in the disciplines.
With this transformational digital update, the classic organic chemistry text offers even more effective ways to prepare for class
time, assignments, and exams.
Introductory Chemistry creates light bulb moments for students and provides unrivaled support for instructors! Highly visual,
interactive multimedia tools are an extension of Kevin Revell's distinct author voice and help students develop critical problem
solving skills and master foundational chemistry concepts necessary for success in chemistry.
This book explains what a ConcepTest is, how to craft one, how to implement this technique, and it provides a number of tools that
will help readers use ConcepTests with a minimum of effort. This comprehensive and versatile book covers what ConcepTests
are, the impact they have on readers, and more. For readers interested in cooperative learning.
Parise and Loudon's Study Guide and Solutions Manual offers the following learning aids: * Links that provide hints for study,
approaches to problem solving, and additional explanations of challenging topics; * Further Explorations that provide additional
depth on key topics; * Reaction summaries that delve into key mechanisms and stereochemistry; * Solutions to all the textbook
problems. Rather than providing just the answer, many of the solutions provide detailed explanations of how the problem should
be approached.
Written for calculus-inclusive general chemistry courses, Chemical Principles helps students develop chemical insight by showing the
connections between fundamental chemical ideas and their applications. Unlike other texts, it begins with a detailed picture of the atom then
builds toward chemistry’s frontier, continually demonstrating how to solve problems, think about nature and matter, and visualize chemical
concepts as working chemists do. It also offers an exceptional level of support to help students develop their mathematical and problemPage 2/4
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solving skills. For the new edition, Chemical Principles now takes a modular approach, with coverage organized as a series of brief Topics
within 13 major areas of focus, including a refresher on the fundamentals of chemistry and an online-only section on techniques.
This student's solutions manual follows the problem-solving structure set out in the main text, and includes detailed solutions to all oddnumbered exercises in the main text.
Organic Chemistry begins by addressing an issue of fundamental importance - the structure of organic molecules. With this as a foundation
the book then uses interactive review of materials, in conjunction with very structured guidance, to help students progress through
increasingly challenging topics within the discipline. Over the course of thirty one chapters students learn about organic compounds, the
structure and reactions of carbon-carbon doubly bonded systems, and the polarity of carbon-halogen and carbon-metal bonds. They study
alkanes and cycloalkanes, physical methods of structural elucidation, nuclear magnetic resonance, and infrared spectrometry. They become
familiar with carboxylic acids and their compounds, heterocyclic compounds, synthetic polymers, and more. The material supports students in
mastering the content by providing clear explanations and real problems that require thinking beyond memorization. Written for courses in
chemistry and organic chemistry, Organic Chemistry is well-suited to a two-semester program for majors, as well as students in a pre-health
professions track. It is an excellent companion text for classes that include a laboratory component and manual.
"Atoms First seems to be the flavor of the year in chemistry textbooks, but many of them seem to be little more than rearrangement of the
chapters. It takes a master like McQuarrie to go back to the drawing board and create a logical development from smallest to largest that
makes sense to students."---Hal Harris, University of Missouri-St. Louis "McQuarrie's book is extremely well written, the order of topics is
logical, and it does a great job with both introductory material and more advanced concepts. Students of all skill levels will be able to learn
from this book."---Mark Kearley, Florida State University This new fourth edition of General Chemistry takes an atoms-first approach from
beginning to end. In the tradition of McQuarrie's many previous works, it promises to be another ground-breaking text. This superb new book
combines the clear writing and wonderful problems that have made McQuarrie famous among chemistry professors and students worldwide.
Presented in an elegant design with all-new illustrations, it is available in a soft-cover edition to offer professors a fresh choice at an
outstanding value. Student supplements include an online series of descriptive chemistry Interchapters, a Student Solutions Manual, and an
optional state-of-the-art Online Homework program. For adopting professors, an Instructor's Manual and a CD of the art are also available.
Interactive General Chemistry Achieve, 1-term Access Code
Organic Chemistry: Structure and Function 8e maintains the classic framework with a logical organization that an organic molecule’s
structure will determine its function and strengthens a focus on helping students understand reactions, mechanisms, and synthetic analysis
and their practical applications. The eighth edition presents a refined methodology, rooted in teaching expertise to promote student
understanding and build problem solving skills. Paired with SaplingPlus, students will have access to an interactive and fully mobile ebook,
interactive media features and well respected Sapling tutorial style problems—Where every problem emphasizes learning with hints, targeted
feedback and detailed solutions as well as a unique pedagogically focused drawing tool.
This textbook provides students with a framework for organizing their approach to the course - dispelling the notion that organic chemistry is
an overwhelming, shapeless body of facts.

Issues in Education by Subject, Profession, and Vocation: 2013 Edition is a ScholarlyEditions™ book that delivers timely,
authoritative, and comprehensive information about Health Education Research. The editors have built Issues in
Education by Subject, Profession, and Vocation: 2013 Edition on the vast information databases of ScholarlyNews.™ You
can expect the information about Health Education Research in this book to be deeper than what you can access
anywhere else, as well as consistently reliable, authoritative, informed, and relevant. The content of Issues in Education
by Subject, Profession, and Vocation: 2013 Edition has been produced by the world’s leading scientists, engineers,
analysts, research institutions, and companies. All of the content is from peer-reviewed sources, and all of it is written,
assembled, and edited by the editors at ScholarlyEditions™ and available exclusively from us. You now have a source
you can cite with authority, confidence, and credibility. More information is available at http://www.ScholarlyEditions.com/.
An innovative text from a highly experienced instructor, Denise Guinns Essentials of General, Organic, and Biochemistry
offers a truly integrated approach to the course, with organic and biochemistry thoughtfully woven into every chapter.
With its numerous connections between chemical concepts and health care applications, cases from clinical practice, and
problem-solving support, Essentials of GOB provides students everything they need to learn the fundamentals of
chemistry in the context of their future careers.
Guinn's Essentials of General, Organic and Biochemistry uses health and medicine as the framework for learning the
fundamentals of chemistry in this student-centered one-semester text. The newly revised 3rd edition focuses on core
concepts and necessary math skills, and features a revamped organization to align with traditional course organization
and shorter, more condensed chapters. Easily digestible content and medical applications help reduce student anxiety
and make chemistry meaningful for students preparing for future careers in nursing and other allied health professions.
Paired with SaplingPlus and an embedded eBook, students will be able to focus their study with adaptive quizzing and
understand the relevance of chemistry through videos, animations and case studies.
Interactive General Chemistry meets students where they are...with a general chemistry program designed for the way
students learn. Achieve provides a new platform for Interactive General Chemistry, thoughtfully developed to engage
students for better outcomes. Powerful data and analytics provide instructors with actionable insights on a platform that
allows flexibility to align with a broad variety of teaching and learning styles and the exciting Interactive General
Chemistry program! Whether a student's learning path starts with problem solving or with reading, Interactive General
Chemistry delivers the learning experience he or she needs to succeed in general chemistry. Built from the ground up as
a digital learning program, Interactive General Chemistry combines the Sapling Learning homework platform with a
robust e-book with seamlessly embedded, multimedia-rich learning resources. This flexible learning environment helps
students effectively and efficiently tackle chemistry concepts and problem solving. Student-centered development In
addition to Macmillan's standard rigorous peer review process, student involvement was critical to the development and
design of Interactive General Chemistry. Using extensive research on student study behavior and data collection on the
resources and tools that most effectively promote understanding, we crafted this complete course solution to intentionally
embrace the way that students learn. Digital-first experience Interactive General Chemistry was built from the ground up
to take full advantage of the digital learning environment. High-quality multimedia resources--including Sapling
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interactives, PhET simulations, and new whiteboard videos by Tyler DeWitt--are seamlessly integrated into a
streamlined, uncluttered e-book. Embedded links provide easy and efficient navigation, enabling students to link to
review material and definitions as needed. Problems drive purposeful study Our research into students' study behavior
showed that students learn best by doing--so with Interactive General Chemistry, homework problems are designed to be
a front door for learning. Expanding upon the acclaimed Sapling homework--where every problem contains hints,
targeted feedback, and detailed step-by-step solutions--embedded resources link problems directly to the multimedia-rich
e-book, providing just-in-time support at the section and chapter level.
Biochemistry: The Molecular Basis of Life is the ideal text for students who do not specialize in biochemistry but who
require a strong grasp of biochemical principles. The goal of this edition has been to enrich the coverage of chemistry
while better highlighting the biological context. Once concepts and problem-solving skills have been mastered, students
are prepared to tackle the complexities of science, modern life, and their chosen professions. Key features A review of
basic principles Chemical and biological principles in lanace Real-world relevance The most robust problem-solving
program availale Simple, clear illustrations Currency New to this edition 258 additional end-of-chapter revision questions
New chemistry primer New chapter-opening vignettes New 'Biochemistry in Perspective' boxes Expanded coverage
throughout In-chapter 'key concept' lists
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